The completion of robot programs requires long development time and much effort. To shorten the programming time and to minimize the effort, we have been developing a system which we refer to as the "assembly-plan-from-observation (APO) system. " This system requires assembly task recognition from observing human performance. Observation data b y a robot's vision system is usually enor contaminated, and, thus, we cannot use those data directly. This paper proposes two methods to clean up those errors by using contact relations and their transitions. Thefirst one corrects the observed configuration from contact relations observed. The second one identifies wrongly determined contact relations from an analysis of configuration space (C-space). W e have implemented both methods on our test bed and have verified their effectiveness.
Introduction
The completion of robot programs requires long development time and much effort. To shorten the programming time and to minimize the effort, we have been developing the assembly plan from observation (APO) system [l] . The goal of the APO system is enable us to design and develop a robot that can perform assembly tasks by observing how humans perform those tasks. The APO system requires precise configuration of objects for recognizing assembly tasks. Unfortu- nately, that obtained data usually contains errors. Those errors should be removed before utilizing the data in the system. Xiao and Zhang proposed a method to solve the contact formulation analytically in 151. To our knowledge, they only developed a method to solve planer cases. Suehiro and Ikeuchi proposed a method to correct the errors using face contact relations [Z] . Their method can handle only face-t+face relations; it cannot handle general relations, including face-tevertex and edge-to-edge relations. We propose a method to determine precise object configurations using observed contact relations.
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In this paper, we also propose a method to identify wrongly determined contact relations. A correct contact relation is necessary for the method mentioned above. Although a contact relation is usually robust to vision errors, sometimes wrong contact relations are obtained. In this paper, we propose a method to identify these wrongly determined contact relations by using an analysis of the configuration space (C-space) . Section 2 describes various concepts necessary to explain later sections. Section 3 describes a method to calculate the correct object configuration based on a contact relation. Section 4 develops a method to remove wrongly determined contact relations based on the C-space analysis. Section 5 explains the experimental result. Section 6 presents our conclusions.
Preliminaries
In this section, we describe various concepts necessary to introduce our proposed method. First, we describe contact relations that are indispensable for analyzing assembly tasks. Next, we describe a motion degree of freedom (DOF) that are useful for identifying wrongly determined contact relations (See in Section 4). This paper concentrates on the correct relative configuration between two objects. We consider that general n-object relations can be corrected as a series of these tweobject corrections. We also assume that all objects are rigid and polyhedral.
C o n t a c t relation
A contact relation consists of contact-element relations. A polyhedral object is composed of vertices, edges and faces. These are contact elements.
Contact-element relations are defined as those between contact elements. A contact relation can be represented as a combination of contact-element relations. Three contact-element relations are the most important ones. Contact-element relations can be classified into nine types (Shown in Figure 1 ). How-0-7803-7398-7/02/$17.00 WOO2 IEEE 
Motion DOFs
For recognizing assembly tasks, we define three types of motion DOFs in translation and rotation [3] (Shown in Figure 3 ); Maintaining DOF An object can move while still maintaining the contact relation in the DOF.
Detaching DOF An object can move with breaking the contact relation in the DOF.
Constraining DOF An object cannot move in the DOF.
Calculating correct object configurations based on contact relations
This section describes a method t o determine correct object configurations based on contact relations. First, we determine contact relations from erroneously obtained object configurations. Then, using the obtained contact relations, we calculate correct object configurations edge-edge contact.
'In this paper, an edge-edge eontoct means a non-parallel
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Figure 3: Motion DOFs
Determining contact relations from contaminated observation
In order to determine contact relations under contaminated data, we employ a two-step procedure. The first step chooses a candidate set of contactelement relations using distances between contact elements, e.g., vertices, edges, and faces. When the distance is less than a certain threshold, we consider that those elements are in contact with each other.
The second step determines a contact relation by using all possible candidates of contact-element relations. If two objects penetrate each other near a certain candidate, we remove this candidate from the candidate set. The resulting set is considered to be the contact relation.
The following paragraphs explain the second step, cutting down on possible candidates, in each contactelement relation.
Vertex-face, face-vertex contact:
Consider the case of a vertex-face contact as shown in Figure 4 .
The candidate is removed from the set, if some of the edges connecting to the vertex penetrate the face.
Namely, it must be satisfied that 3, n.e, < 0, where n is the face normal and e, is the direction of an i-th edge. Due to observation errors, the contact candidate is removed, if is less than a certain threshold. We can apply the same argument t o a face-vertex contact. 
Calculating a correct object configuration using a contact relation
Generally speaking, calculating the object configuration with the given contact relation requires solving simultaneous mon-linear redundant equations.
In this paper, we will employ the iterative least square method for solving these equations. This iterative process needs an initial approximation.
For the initial values, we use those obtained from observation [2] . The method is as follows:
1. Set up a contact equation for each contactelement relation.
2. Transform these equations to linear ones using the Taylor expansion.
Solve the simultaneous linear equations using

4.
Repeat Steps 1 to 3 until the solution converges.
Setting up a contact equation. The object configuration obtained from observation includes some errors. We will correct these errors by moving the object a little. When the object rotates 7, /3,and a around z-axis, y-axis, and x-axis, and translates 5 , y, z along x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, a surface normal n and a vertex U change to n' and U' as shown in equation Figure 6 . Because the vertex U' must be on the face f after error correction,
Face-vertex contact: Consider the facevertex contact case as shown in Figure 7 . After error correction, a vertex f ' on the face and a face normal n' are calculated using equation (3).
Because the vertex U must be on the face f', equation
Edge-edge contact: Consider the edge-edge contact case as shown in Figure 8 . After error correction, a direction vector e; and a point P: on the edge are computed in equation ( 5 ) .
e; = Rel
Because the edge El must be in contact with the edge &, equation (6) is obtained. , . 
Ae,, = n.b2 -PI)
. 411 of the equations can be represented in the form as shown in the equation (10).
Least square method. For the least square method, we solve the simultaneous equations ( l l ) ,
a a4J
By expanding equation (U), equation (12) is obtained, where n is the number of contact elements.
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Because the rank of the matrix C:
may not be six, we solve the simultaneous equations by using the singular value decomposition method. Identifying wrongly determined contact relations
The previous section assumes that the obtained contact relations are correct. However, under a large observation error, some of the contact relations may not be obtained correctly. In this section, we propose a method to identify those contact relations based on an analysis in C-space. More precisely, we w i l l examine possible direct transitions in C-space?
First, we consider the relationship between possible direct transitions and connections between Csurfaces in C-space(71. Here, C-surface is defined as the surface in C-space corresponding t o a set of possible object configurations that maintain one particular contact relation. Note that an edge or a vertex between two C-surfaces is a different C-surface from them.
Next, we propose a fast, practical algorithm for determining possible direct transitions.
Possible transitions and C-surface
Consider the transitions between contact relations as shown to the left in Figure 9 . The arrows represent possible direct transitions. C-surfaces of corresponding contact relations are shown to the right in Figure  9 in C-space. two C-surfaccs. However, it is very difficult to calculate all connections among all the C-surfaces given by two polyhedra. Fortunately, since we have already obtained contact relations from observation, we only need to construct a local C-space using observed contact relations to determine whether obtained transitions are possible. Before introducing the proposed method, we examine the characteristics of C-surfaces:
One contact relation corresponds to one, and only one, unique C-surface.
One configuration corresponds t,o one, and only one, unique C-surface.
A set composed of the C-surfaces that contain a certain contact-element relation is a closed set.
Wcxt, we prove some propositions:
Proposition 1 Given two contact relations A and B, the corresponding C-surfaces C, and Cb are not connected directly, if 3a E A , a $ B and 3b E B , b $ A (a and b are contact elements.j3 P r o o f Assuming C-surfaces C,, and Cb are connected, it must be satisfied that {ai} € C, and b E Ca, lirni+-{aj} = b, or {bj} E C, and a E C,, limj+-{bj} = a. Here, one may consider that the former is satisfied. Considering a certain contactelement relation p satisfying 3 p E A , p $ B. The contact-element relation p is detached while the transition from C, to Ca. But the set composed of Csurfaces that contain the contact element p is a closed set. Since there is a set that approaches to b infinitely, the b should be inside of the closed set; it must be satisfied that b E Ca. That is contrary to the fact that one configuration, b corresponds to one, and only one, C-surface. Proof Shown in Figure 10 . In that case, the entrance contact relation exists betiyeen these transitions. Therefore, these transitions are impossible. For more det.ailed proof, see [3] 31n this paper, a parallel edge-edge contact is represented as the combination of several vertex-face and face-vertex contacts. A parallel edge-edge contact needs to be represenled as the combination added to the edge-edge contact, when applying the method Figure  11 : all contact-element relations of the right contact relation are included by contact-element relations of the middle contact relation, so a transition between these two relations is possible; all contact-element relations of t,he upper left cont,act relation are included by contact-element relations of the right contact relation. In this case, a maintaining DOF transits to a constraining DOF directly: thus, a transition between these two relations is impossible. 
Experiments
We verified our proposed method using a test bed "Dot-chan"[4] as shown in Figure 12 . First: we performed the peg-in-hole assembly task in front of the 
Conclusions
We have proposed the method for robustly correcting observation errors by using contact relations that are assumed to have been correctly obtained. We also proposed a method to identify and remove poorlydetermined contact relations by using an analysis in the C-space. Here we employ two propositions given by the characteristics of C-space. By using these two methods, the robot can acquire the correct object configurations that are necessary to perform robot . . : . ..
. 
